
CASE STUDY

TVS Windmill, a prominent industrial facility, faced persistent security challenges,
primarily centered around theft, sabotage, and the theft of copper wires connecting the
mill to the grid. In response to these threats, the management sought an innovative and
effective security solution to safeguard both assets and operations

P R O B L E M  S T A T E M E N T

Enhancing Security Measures at TVS
Windmill: A Case Study on FOPIDS
Implementation

After careful evaluation of various security options, TVS Windmill opted for the Fiber Optic
Perimeter Intrusion Detection System (FOPIDS) provided by FOSS (Fiber Optic Security
Systems). FOSS presented an underground solution utilizing FOPIDS technology to create an
invisible fiber perimeter around the mill site.

S O L U T I O N

I M P L E M E N T A T I O N

FOSS deployed an intricate underground network of fiber optics encircling the entire mill
premises. This invisible fiber acted as a sensitive detection system, capable of identifying
any intrusion attempts in real-time. The system was integrated with advanced analytics and
alarm capabilities to ensure swift and accurate response to security threats.

F U N C T I O N A L I T Y
The FOPIDS solution operated on the principle that any intruder approaching the mill site
would inevitably step on the invisible fiber, triggering an instant alarm. To enhance the
responsiveness of the security team, the system was configured to send out SMS alerts to
designated security personnel immediately upon detection of an intrusion.

B E N E F I T S
·Immediate Intrusion Detection: The FOPIDS solution provided real-time detection of any
unauthorized access attempts, enabling prompt response from the security team.

·Minimization of False Alarms: The advanced analytics embedded in the system helped
minimize false alarms, ensuring that security personnel focused on genuine threats
rather than routine activities.

·SMS Alerts for Swift Response: The integration of SMS alerts ensured that the security
personnel were notified promptly, allowing them to respond swiftly to any potential
security breach.
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Deterrent Effect: The mere presence of the FOPIDS solution acted as a deterrent,
discouraging potential intruders and contributing to an overall improvement in the
security posture of TVS Windmill.

R E S U L T S

Since the implementation of the FOPIDS solution, TVS Windmill experienced a significant
reduction in security incidents. The system successfully thwarted several attempted thefts
and sabotage incidents, thereby safeguarding the mill's assets and preventing
disruptions to its operations. The integration of SMS alerts proved to be a crucial element
in the success of the security enhancement measures, enabling rapid response and
mitigation of potential threats

C O N C L U S I O N
The case study highlights the successful
implementation of the FOPIDS solution by TVS
WindMill to address security challenges related to
theft, sabotage, and copper wire theft. The
utilization of advanced technology not only
enhanced the security infrastructure but also
showcased the commitment of windMill to the
safety and protection of its assets. The FOPIDS
solution by FOSS proved to be a reliable and
effective choice in fortifying the mill's perimeter
and securing its critical infrastructure.


